GASPARO AND THE LADIES: COMING OF AGE IN CASTIGLIONE’S BOOK OF THE COURTIER

Few characters in Renaissance literature can have attracted more the dislike of modern readers than Signor Gasparo Pallavicino, the most rigid antifeminist of Castiglione’s dialogue. Nowadays not many would agree with Gasparo that “man is more perfect than woman by far,” just as “form is more perfect than matter”; but it is not only this standard Aristotelian view of the difference between the sexes that so raises modern hackles. Rather, readers find it hard to tolerate the persistence with which Gasparo continually returns to the conversation, voicing opinions ever more derogatory of women. To be sure, there are other antifeminists in Castiglione’s dialogue. Count Lodovico da Canossa, the German courtier Niccolò Frigio, and the Genoese doge-to-be Ottaviano Fregoso chime in to assert the superiority of men. But it is Gasparo who makes the most persistent and sustained misogynous statements. In explaining women’s imperfection, Gasparo proclaims,

(…) I say that very learned men have written that nature, inasmuch as she always intends and plans to make things as perfect as possible, if she were able, would continually produce men. And when a woman is born it is a defect or error of nature, and contrary to what nature would wish to do. As is also seen with the birth of a man who is blind or crippled or with some other missing feature, (…) so a woman can be called an animal that is produced at random or by chance (…). Nonetheless, since these defects of women are the fault of nature, which has produced them this way, they should not be hated for this, nor should women want for that respect which is appropriate, but to value them as more than they are seems to me a manifest error.

(…) dico ben che omini sapientissimi hanno lassato scritto che la natura, perciò che sempre intende e disegna far le cose perfette, se potesse, produria continuamente omini; e quando nasce una donna, è difetto o error della natura e contra quello che essa vorrebbe fare. Come si vede ancor d’uno che nasce cieco, zoppo, o con qualche altro mancamento,
(...) così la donna si possa dire animal prodotto a sorte e per caso (...). Nientedimeno essendo questi diffetti delle donne colpa di natura che l'ha prodotte tali, non devono per questo odiarle, né mancar di aver loro quel rispetto che vi si conviene; ma estimarle da più di quello che elle si siano, parmi errore manifesto.4

Since, in Aristotelian terms, imperfection is synonymous with weakness, Gasparo sees relations between the sexes as necessarily those of stronger beings with cringing inferiors. “Whoever possesses the body of a woman is also the lord of her soul,” he says.5 Even in marriage, he believes, women have to be forced through fear to obey their husbands, since “there are few wives in the world who, in the secrecy of their soul, do not harbor a hatred of their husbands.”6 This radical view of the superiority of men leads to what is perhaps Gasparo’s most infamous statement, a remark on the differing obligations of chastity of men and women:

I do not deny that men have taken some liberties, and this is because they know that a dissolute life does not bring them disgrace in popular opinion as it does to women, who, because of the weakness of their sex, are more susceptible to their appetites than men; and if sometimes women abstain from satisfying their desires, they do it from shame, and not because their will is not most ready; and for this reason men have imposed on them the fear of notoriety, as a brake that keeps them almost forcibly in this state of virtue, without which, to tell the truth, they would be little appreciated, since the world has no use for women, if not for the generation of their offspring.

Non nego già che gli omini non si abbiano preso un poco di libertà; e questo perché sanno che per la opinione universale ad essi la vita dissoluta non porta così infamia come alle donne; le quali, per la imbecillità del sesso, sono molto più inclinate agli appetiti che gli omini, e se talor si astengono dal satisfare ai suoi desideri, lo fanno per vergogna, non perché la volontà non sia loro prontissima; e però gli omini hanno posto loro il timor d'infamia per un freno che le tenga quasi per forza in questa virtù, senza la quale, per dir il vero, sarebbono poco d'apprazzare; perché il mondo non ha utilità dalle donne, se non per lo generarne dei figlioli.7

Certainly these were not the views of Castiglione, who was on the side of women. Vittoria Colonna, who read the dialogue in a manuscript draft, praised Castiglione for its sympathetic treatment of women.8 The dialogue’s chief defender of women, Giuliano de’ Medici, was portrayed in a very positive light, possibly in an attempt to curry favor with Castiglione’s employer, Clement VII, who was Giuliano’s first cousin and childhood companion.9 And Gasparo comes in for much fire from the other members of the Urbino circle: his obstinacy and his sometimes-illogical argu-
ments are the subject of ridicule. Several modern critics have argued convincingly that the triumph of the feminists is crucial to Castiglione’s overall scheme, since it paves the way for the culmination of the dialogue with Pietro Bembo’s speech on Divine Love in Book Four. And there is probably a good deal of truth in a recent writer’s suggestion that the humiliation of Gasparo is necessary to illustrate the similarity of the male and female courtiers, since, “as they find themselves enclosed within the delicate boundaries of sprezzatura and affectazione, they are both subject to victory or defeat, grace or disgrace, admiration or contempt.”

Still, although there have been a number of recent attempts by feminist critics to show that the arguments of Gasparo’s adversary, Giuliano (and thus those of Castiglione) were in their own way misogynous too, no one has attempted a to look more closely at the openly misogynous Gasparo Pallavicino, whose statements have been taken at face value. For example, on no other evidence than Gasparo’s utterances in the dialogue, Vittorio Cian suggested that it was probably a “corrupt lifestyle” that sent Gasparo to an early grave at the age of twenty-five, probably of syphilis. This essay proposes to look anew at the figure of Gasparo, a historical person about whom we know very little, although his role in Castiglione’s dialogue remains somewhat troubling.

That Castiglione thought Gasparo a character of importance is indicated in the memorable eulogy that appears in the prologue to Book Four, which was written in 1518. Gasparo, who died in 1511, is listed first among those who, by their early death, demonstrate

(...) human miseries and our false hopes (...), and how often Fortune, halfway through the race, or sometimes close to the end, breaks our fragile and vain designs, sometimes sinking them before even from afar they can see the port.

(...) miserie umane e nostre speranze fallaci (...), e come spesso la fortuna a mezzo il corso, talor presso al fine rompa i nostri fragili e vani disegni, talor li summerga prima che pur veder da lontano possano il porto.

In particular, Castiglione writes, Gasparo’s death was “a very great loss, not only for our house (alla casa nostra), and for all his friends and relations, but also for his native land (patria) and the whole of Lombardy.” Although the eulogy is often read generically as an affecting instance of Castiglione’s nostalgic vision, it also highlights a person of whom Castiglione thought well, and who evidently was important to him in real life.

Closer attention to Gasparo reveals his important role in the action of
the dialogue.16 Thus, once the proposal to solicit games from Urbino's courtiers is accepted, Gasparo becomes the very first to propose a game—although he does so only under protest, and at the direct order of Emilia Pio (who was given full authority in the matter by the Duchess).17 Gasparo is also the subject of the very last exchange of the dialogue: the Duchess embarrasses Gasparo by preventing his speaking, Francesco della Rovere mockingly declares the question still open between Gasparo and Giuliano, and Emilia Pio closes the work by teasing Gasparo, declaring herself ready to "arraign him as a fugitive from justice."18 Throughout the dialogue Gasparo is usually on top of the discussion, making notable interjections on each of the four evenings. In this he is unlike the other characters, who prefer to speak on selected topics, but are generally silent for long stretches.

The continuing presence of Gasparo in the dialogue is almost certainly connected with a role attributed to him by Castiglione that critics have hitherto failed to notice. In the First Book, Castiglione writes of his own absence from Urbino while he was away on an embassy to England, an absence that is mentioned again by the character Ottaviano in the Fourth Book.19 The author's absence thus poses the reader the question of the person or persons who later told Castiglione what had happened on those four evenings while he was away. Indeed, as Castiglione tells us later, in a passage of the dialogue that has previously been overlooked, it was none other than the misogynist Gasparo who was the fictional informant for Castiglione's account of the four evenings of discussion.

To better understand the role of Gasparo as Castiglione's informant, it is important to realize that the absence from the court of the author during the evenings of 5-8 March 1507 is a literary fiction that almost certainly derives from one of Castiglione's preferred ancient texts, Cicero's De oratore.20 In truth, contemporary records show that Castiglione had already returned to Urbino from England a few days earlier, on 28 February.21 To keep up the dialogue's fiction of his absence, Castiglione needed to explain how he learned of discussions that supposedly took place while he was away, and here the character of Gasparo is extremely important. In Book One of The Courtier Castiglione writes that he found out about these evenings' events "close after my return, from a person who faithfully narrated them to me." 22 Since the informant is not named in this passage, some commentators have held that Castiglione's fictitious sourceremains anonymous.23 But this is not the end of the question, for much later, at the beginning of Book Four, Castiglione in the most casual manner lets drop the identity of his informant. When mentioning an unusual absence of Ottaviano just as the company was gathering on the fourth evening,
Castiglione writes:

It appeared then, according to what Signor Gasparo Pallavicino used to relate, that the following day, after the reasonings contained in the preceding Book, that little was seen of Signor Ottaviano (...).

Parve adunque, secondo che l’ signor Gasparo Pallavicino raccontar soleva, che'l seguente giorno, dopo i ragionamenti contenuti nel precedente libro, il signor Ottaviano fosse poco veduto; (...).24

Castiglione, in the First Book, had mentioned his faithful informant as being a person who faithfully narrated to him what happened. Since Gasparo is the only informant named later in the text, there is every reason to suppose that it is he who is the trusted narrator.25 As is well known, Castiglione liked to insert riddles in his text, but he did not, as some critics have maintained, create riddles that he himself thought were insoluble. As I have argued elsewhere, Castiglione’s riddles, such as the meaning of the letter “S” that appears in the First Book,26 and the present one concerning the identity of his informant, are really puzzles the solutions of which reveal a great deal about Castiglione’s literary intentions.

Why has Gasparo’s important role been overlooked? Possibly the perfectly understandable modern antipathy toward Gasparo, and especially toward his misogyny, has led to a certain inattention in his regard. Thus one famous critic mistakenly called Gasparo a “bourgeois,” because she thought his ideas concerning marriage were “bourgeois.”27 Another famous scholar, in his very important study of The Courtier, writes at one point that Gasparo was from Genoa, but later writes correctly that he came from Lombardy.28 This suggests that it may be helpful to find out more about the historical Gasparo, of whom Castiglione thought so highly that he made him the “source” of his dialogue.

Considerable information is available about Gasparo’s ancestors and family. The Pallavicino claimed descent from a clan of Lombard nobles known as the Obertenghi, the descendants of Count (and later Marchese) Oberto I, who in 953 was recorded as holding the position of Count of the Sacred Palace and Count Palatine of Pavia.29 In Gasparo’s day, the Pallavicino were quite proud of this ancestry, which put them on a par with other descendants of the Obertenghi, including the Estensi and the Malaspina, among the noblest families of northern Italy. According to the novelliere Matteo Bandello, about 1520 the brother of Gasparo, the Marchese Gian Lodovico II Pallavicino, possessed a “most beautiful and venerable writing, compiled in authentic form, (...) whence clearly it was understood that his most noble ancestry of the Pallavicini marchesi was
descended from the Lombards (...)”

The wealth and power of the fifteenth and sixteenth-century Pallavicino derived from their possessions in the plain of the Po between Piacenza, Parma and Cremona, which were called the “Stato Pallavicino.” Some of these lands had been under their control as fiefdoms at least since the twelfth century; and others were inherited from the ambitious Marchese Uberto Pelavicino, to whom they were awarded by Frederick II in 1249 as an autonomous imperial fief. But the collapse of the Swabian dynasty resulted in a corresponding lapse in Pallavicino control. Not until the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries did there take place the construction of a more coherent territorial lordship under the impetus of Marchese Orlando I Pallavicino (d. 1457), also known as Orlando the Magnificent, the great-grandfather of Castiglione’s Gasparo. As offices in the Milanese state and grants of ducal fiefdoms drew the Pallavicino and other Lombard noble families into the orbit of the dukes of Milan, Orlando assiduously acquired fiefs and properties. Then, in 1429, resisting a decades-long effort by the Visconti to reform the statutes of cities and lordships of the Milanese state in a more or less uniform way consistent with Milanese supremacy, Orlando the Magnificent promulgated his own set of feudal statutes for the Stato Pallavicino affirming it as an autonomous lordship, independent of the Milanese duchy.

The ambitions of the Pallavicino suffered, however, owing to the absence of primogeniture in Lombard inheritance practice. In the fifteenth century, and even well into the sixteenth, the ideal Lombard noble house was a large consoriteria led by numerous brothers and male cousins who lived together on fiefs that were supposed to be passed undivided from generation to generation. In reality, many aristocratic houses were riven by the quarrels of male heirs, and the Milanese dukes, who hoped to control these fiefs, were only too happy to take advantage of this contentiousness. After the death of Orlando the Magnificent in 1457, in the midst of a terrific row among seven heirs, Duke Francesco Sforza was asked to resolve the dispute and divide the estate. This he did, but at a heavy price, since the Stato Pallavicino lost its formal autonomy and became thereafter a cameral fiefdom of the Duchy of Milan. The Pallavicino were still clearly in charge of their lands, but their state, now a dependency of Milan, was no longer independent.

In 1479, a quarrel between the two brothers Pallavicino Pallavicino and Gian Lodovico I Pallavicino, who was Gasparo’s grandfather, resulted in a further division of the Pallavicino State, with Gian Lodovico I taking separate possession of the northern part of the Pallavicino territory.
Gian Lodovico, together with five of his retainers and their families, settled in a sleepy village of shepherds next to a ruined castle, located on the west bank of the river Arda, close to Piacenza and Cremona. The village was known as Cortemaggiore. It was in this small town that Castiglione’s Gasparo was raised.

Evidently the Pallavicino of the Quattrocento considered Cortemaggiore a site of historical importance, notwithstanding the town’s small size and unremarkable appearance. As indicated by its name, Cortemaggiore very probably had been the location of a Lombard royal court, and it was certainly the site of a Carolingian royal court, as evidenced in a diploma of Louis the German, which mentions a “Curtis Maior in Placentino comitatu et in Aucia.” Possibly Gian Lodovico thought that Cortemaggiore was the ancestral seat of the very Obertenghi from whom he was descended. In any event, he decided to transform Cortemaggiore into a small princely capital in Renaissance style. In 1480 construction was begun on a new castle, and a new church was dedicated to the Virgin, but after he died in 1481, the task of completing the new capital was left to his son, Orlando II Pallavicino, also known as Orlando the Hunchback, who was the father of Castiglione’s Gasparo.

Orlando the Hunchback seems to have been a skilled manager of his family’s interests at the Sforza court. Like his father, and like other Pallavicino, Orlando served as a Ducal Councillor, and he received various investitures of fiefs from Lodovico il Moro. He also maintained friendships with the Lombard nobility. One family with which he was allied were the Castiglione. In his first marriage, Orlando wed Antonia, the daughter of Count Giovanni Castiglione of Milan, probably a distant relation of the author of *The Courtier*. Although the marriage ended shortly afterward, with Antonia’s early death, and Gasparo was a son from Orlando’s second marriage (to Laura Landi), it is important to realize, because of the first marriage, that Gasparo was still, in a way, a kind of distant cousin or uncle of Baldassar Castiglione. Perhaps this helps to explain why, in the eulogy of Gasparo in Book Four, Castiglione calls Gasparo’s death a loss “to our house” (*alla casa nostra*), the phrase possibly indicating the *casa* of the Castiglione, rather than the ducal house of Urbino, as usually thought.

At Cortemaggiore Orlando the Hunchback managed to create a small jewel of urban design, carried out by Maffeo Carretto of Como and Gilberto Manzi, the architects of the Castello Sforzesco. The streets were constructed on an orthogonal grid, comprised of forty-two separate city-blocks, with a large piazza at the center. An unusually broad central street, which passed from one end of the town to the other, was lined on both
sides with symmetrical arched porticoes. In addition to his architectural interests, Orlando was a patron of letters, who was involved with the humanists Francesco Maria Grapaldo, Stefano Dolcino and Panfilo Sasso. He also sponsored the publication of works by Cusanus.

To pay for his many building projects and to support the administration of his state, Orlando imposed a system of forced loans on the communities of the Pallavicino fiefdom. And in 1504, when the Jews of Piacenza and Cremona were expelled from those cities, Orlando the Hunchback welcomed them in Cortemaggiore, where they established a stable and lasting community that contributed to the growth of the local economy. Population figures for Cortemaggiore confirm a story of dramatic growth: in 1457, there were only 29 men between the ages of fifteen and sixty; nearly a century later, in 1545, a census recorded 585 men and 583 women (of all ages), for a total population of 1,168 distributed among 212 hearths.

The experience of Cortemaggiore during the Renaissance was not unique. North-central Italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries witnessed a number of attempts to create small capitals that conformed to Renaissance aesthetic principles. Pienza (under Pius II), Mirandola (under the Pico), Carpi (under the Pio) and Sabbioneta (under Vespasiano Gonzaga) were other small towns that, like Urbino itself, were completely rebuilt or largely transformed at the hand of Renaissance princes. Particularly interesting in each of these cases is the relation of the urbanistic project to the political ambition (not always the same) of the prince by whose will it happened. For the Lombard nobles—for men like Castiglione himself—the ancient house of the Pallavicino of Cortemaggiore offered a valuable model for preserving a dignified independence and possibly recapturing former greatness.

After the French invasion of 1494, but especially after the invasion by Louis XII in 1499, Orlando Pallavicino made various efforts to consolidate his control over the Stato Pallavicino. In February 1499 he attempted to purchase a castle known as Rocca di Polesine, although the purchase was blocked by Lodovico il Moro. When, in the same year, Lodovico was forced by the French to flee Milan, Orlando decided to reconfirm and update the feudal statutes that had been promulgated by his grandfather in 1429. Possibly he hoped this would establish the autonomy of the Stato Pallavicino, and, at the very least, he desired to protect his own feudal rights against the new investures then being made by the French king. In 1502 Orlando took advantage the situation by purchasing one of these new investitures, when he bought nearby Fiorenzuola d'Adda from the French
general Pierre de Rohan. Fiorenzuola, a former Pallavicino fief, had been taken from them by the Visconti, but in this way it was reacquired. Both before and after the death of Orlando the Hunchback, which took place in 1509, his direct descendants played an important and sometimes difficult role in the war between France and the Sforza. Of his four children who lived to be adults, the eldest, Gian Lodovico II, enrolled in the French army with Louis XII, following him back to France after the defeat of the French in 1512. He returned with the French expedition of 1513 that was defeated at Novara, but he was permitted to return to Cortemaggiore after Massimiliano Sforza intervened on his behalf. Marcantonio, the second son, was originally on the side of Lodovico Sforza, but in 1499, when the French took Milan, he swore fealty to the king of France in the name of his father Orlando. Manfedo, the third son, instead remained with the Sforza, opposing the French throughout this period, so that in 1512, when the French took Milan, he was exiled, and in 1521, when the French captured him, he was tortured and put to death. The divergence of loyalties appears so stark that it seems possible the brothers were following a determined strategy to insure that at least one of the sons would be with the winners in the struggle for Milan, whichever side won.

Castiglione’s Gasparo, the youngest brother, who was born in 1486, appears to have followed a line favorable to France. Prior to 1501 Gasparo married Lodovica, the daughter of Erasmo Trivulzio, an important Milanese nobleman who in 1499 abandoned the Sforza and swore fealty to Louis XII. In 1512, when Massimiliano Sforza reentered Milan, Erasmo was forced to flee, finding refuge at Cortemaggiore with his daughter and his in-laws, although Gasparo had died in 1511. Erasmo Trivulzio died at Cortemaggiore in 1513.

The small state created at Cortemaggiore by Orlando the Hunchback remained alive for several generations. In 1513 Massimiliano Sforza officially recognized that in the past the dukes of Milan had often failed to respect the jurisdiction of the Pallavicino, and he recognized their holdings as independent imperial fiefs. Matteo Bandello described a very pleasant visit to Cortemaggiore in the 1520s, when Gian Lodovico II offered hospitality worthy of a great lord. Cortemaggiore remained capital of the tiny Signoria until 1585, when its territory was annexed to the neighboring fief of another branch of the Pallavicino, and Busseto became capital of the larger state. Two years later, the Farnese acquired Cortemaggiore, along with the other territories of the Pallavicino, and the town entered a long period of decline.
Although much may be learned about the family and background of Gasparo, the man himself seems destined to remain somewhat obscure. All the same, a few more details may be gleaned from the surviving records. Married before 1501, he had two sons, Uberto, born in 1502 (when Gasparo was only sixteen), and Girolamo, born in 1510 (one year before Gasparo's death), who would later become ruling Marchese, governing Cortemaggiore down to his death in 1557. 61 In 1507, when Castiglione places Gasparo at Urbino, it seems likely that he would have been gaining military training and experience in the service of Guidobaldo da Montefeltro. On the death of Orlando Pallavicino in 1509, Gasparo must have received the marchional title, which he would have shared with his brothers. 62 Thus, in The Courtier's conversations of 1507, Gasparo is addressed throughout as "Signor," but his Latin tomb inscription of 1511 bears the title "Marchio." 63 Of this interesting inscription there remain today in the churches of Cortemaggiore three substantially similar versions the consequence of several displacements over time of the Pallavicino family tombs and chapel. Commissioned by Gasparo’s wife, Lodovica, and his two sons, it reads in part, “To the Marchese Gaspare Pallavicino, son of Orlando II, who possessed every quality of body and spirit, and who, in the twenty-fifth year of his life, was (...) taken away by the insatiable envy of the Fates.” We know from The Courtier that Gasparo suffered a serious illness that took him to an early grave. The illness is confirmed by a sonnet of Pietro Bembo’s, written in the form of a prayer to Apollo, god of medicine, in which the author requests a cure for Gasparo. 64 “The insatiable envy of the Fates,” to which the inscription refers, seems almost to anticipate the role played by Fortune at the beginning of Book Four in Castiglione’s dialogue: “la Fortuna (...) rompa I nostri fragili e vani disegni (...)”. 65

It is interesting to note that Gasparo, the misogynist of The Courtier, was married. But was he really a misogynist? That is, were his statements against women “true” to his character, or were they invented by Castiglione? Probably the answer will never be known with certainty. The warm testimony of his friends Castiglione and Bembo, the fact that Gasparo was married and had children, and the moving memorial left by his wife, at least permit us to rule out the idea, occasionally advanced and possibly suggested by his skepticism and his social awkwardness in The Courtier, that the historical Gasparo was really an “angry young man,” or a misanthropic character, the sort of person who, as some have seen him in the dialogue, anticipates Jaques in Shakespeare’s As You Like It, or the Alceste of Molière.
Perhaps it should be remembered that Castiglione took pleasure in having his speakers voice parts that were ironic in light of their actual characters and circumstances. Although the author of The Courtier did not completely embrace the practice of Poggio Bracciolini, who, in his dialogue On Avarice included a character known as a miser arguing for prodigality and vice versa, Castiglione nevertheless enjoyed creating an ironic distance between a speaker and his words—most famously, perhaps, when Pietro Bembo, who was well known for his lecherous tendencies, delivers his speech on divine love. Similarly, it is important to realize that Gasparo’s opponent, Giuliano de’ Medici, who speaks most eloquently in defense of women and against the injustices they suffer at the hands of men, was a famous womanizer. At Urbino in 1511 Giuliano fathered an illegitimate son who later became Cardinal Ippolito de’ Medici. In 1514 in Florence, Giuliano’s nephew, Lorenzo di Piero de’ Medici, was scandalized by the behavior of his uncle, who, although engaged to marry Elisabetta of Savoy, “closes himself up in one or two houses with four or six ladies and does nothing here but make disorder and eat and stay up all night (!).”

 Although Giuliano’s defense of women usually receives a straightforward reading that assumes the speaker’s views are quite close to author’s, Giuliano’s praise of women practically begs to be read as a speech of seduction.

Possibly it was to Giuliano’s well-known uxoriousness that his boyhood friend Niccolò Machiavelli appealed when writing a famous—or infamous—passage on Fortune that appears at the end of Chapter Twenty-Five of The Prince, a work that the ex-secretary hoped would kindle in Giuliano an appetite for princeship.

I judge this well, that it is better to be impetuous than respectful: because Fortune is a lady, and it is necessary, if you wish to possess her, to beat and throw her down. And it is seen that she more often lets herself be won by these men, than by those who proceed coldly: and for this reason always, as a woman, she is a friend to the young, because they are less respectful, more fierce, and they command her with more audacity.

Io iudico bene questo, che sia meglio essere impetuoso che rispettivo: perché la fortuna è donna ed è necessario, volendola tenere sotto, batterla e urtarla. E si vede che la si lascia più vincere da questi, che da quegli che freddamente procedono: e però sempre, come donna, è amica de’ giovani, perché sono meno rispettivi, più feroci e con più audacia la comandano.

Although Machiavelli is often criticized for the patent misogyny of these lines, some responsibility probably belongs to Giuliano, his intended
dedicatee. If, as many have supposed, the final Chapter XXVI of *The Prince* was inserted at the time of the work's rededication to Giuliano's nephew, Lorenzo, then the original draft of twenty-five chapters that would have concluded, appropriately, with these lines addressed to Giuliano. Moreover, since, as John Freccero points out, Machiavelli's Fortuna is not a *femmina*, but a *donna*, a "lady," it may help us to better understand both Castiglione and Machiavelli if we consider the latter's Fortuna to be one of he former's "donna di palazzo."

Undoubtedly in *The Courtier* Castiglione intended much good-natured irony in his description of Giuliano as a defender of women. In the portrayal of Gasparo, the dialogue's unpopular "misogynist," there may be similar irony at work. At twenty-one, Gasparo is the youngest member of the group. Having married at an early age, and grown up in a place where it is still considered normal for young nobleman to wrestle with peasants, he is somewhat rough around the edges. At the beginning of the dialogue Emilia Pio decides to take advantage of this lack of experience by asking Gasparo to propose the first game for the company. As the youngest of the group, Gasparo is full of questions, he is anxious to be heard, and he overreaches in his arguments, as he continually tests his elders. Although the dialogue has often been discussed as though it were a portrait or a commemorative piece, the *Book of the Courtier* is more truly seen as a work constructed about the education of a young man. Gasparo thus plays a role like that of one of the ambitious young men in a Platonic dialogue. He is a Glaucon or a Theaetetus. The four evenings of discussion encompass Gasparo's rite of passage into the adult world. One of the distinguishing features of the court at Urbino is the easy mingling of women and men; and this, Castiglione means us to understand, causes Gasparo particular anxiety. The anxiety reaches a highpoint in Book Three, when Gasparo is humiliated and (for that evening) silenced. Then, in Book Four, at the opening, we learn, from Gasparo's own account as relayed by Castiglione, that Gasparo dances with the court ladies. Subsequent repartee in Book Four, alluding to earlier battles, is mere teasing. Peace has been made. The dancing signifies that the young man's initiation into the company is complete. He has attained his majority. The youngest courtier, the cynosure of the company, the hope of the Lombard nobility, joins the men and ladies of the court.
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4 Cortegiano, III.11, pp. 269-70.

5 Cortegiano, II.95, p. 248: “perché sempre chi possede il corpo delle donne è ancora signor dell’animo....

6 Cortegiano, III.25, p. 286: “perché poche ne sono al mondo che nel secreto dell’animo suo non abbiano in odio il marito.”
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14 *Cortegiano*, IV.1, p. 353.
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